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About This Game
Sylvio is a psychological horror game set in a tranquil, disturbing atmosphere. Ghost recorder Juliette Waters trespasses into an
abandoned family park, shut down since a landslide in 1971. The voices of the deceased captured on her reel-to-reel recorder
reveals a tale of an evil curse and a wicked family cult, currently living in the park.

First-person horror with a multi-layered story
10 - 15 hours gameplay
Open world exploration by foot or car
Conduct seances, search for voices in the static, and analyze your recordings with a unique audio gameplay mechanic
Full controller support
Nominated as Best Original Game at the TIGA Awards
Voice acting by critically acclaimed actress Maia Hansson Bergqvist
Sylvio was originally released in 2015, and was re-released through an update with a completely remastered version in 2016.
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Title: Sylvio
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Stroboskop
Publisher:
Stroboskop
Release Date: 5 Jun, 2015
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I'm glad RPS gave this game some love because no one talks about it and it's actually a really special game. The soundtrack is
fantastic and it's a very moody indie horror game. Support this developer and buy this game.. I heard about this game by seeing
a friend play it. I took a chance, seeing it was on sale and I am no disapointed. It is a very different kind of horror game. It is not
about jump scares, or loud noises and I really appreciate that. Best played in the dark with headphones it has a really creepy
undertone. The point of the game is to find and decipher EVP recordings. I am a nerd for ghost hunting shows and the idea of
capturing these things is pretty rad.
It is not for everyone, the game and horror factor is suble and the exploration could be considered boring for some but I really
enjoyed it. I play on playing the sequal as well.. Game is pretty cool. Really satisfies a desire for listening to EVP. The fact that
someone made a game around the phenomenon is pretty freaking cool. The levels near the end started to really aggravate me,
and I ended up spending quite a bit of time figuring things out. None the less, I liked the game. Recommended for people that
don't care about graphics and aren't sticklers for movement mechanics. Messing around with EVP is the what the game is about
with a pretty alright story.. this is a bad game, no bones about it. i fell for it because of RPS, and while i love that site and have
found quite a few games i love because of them, i have learned that you have to take their recommendations with a grain of salt.
this is a BAD GAME. sound design is pretty rad but everything else is underdeveloped amateur hour. total slog. could work
better as a 2 hour radio play (or podcast in today's medium of choice). sorry to dev!. It is ok for an hour or so then it gets boring
fast can't recommend unless you like\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665games if so go for it
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